
FORMAL ANALYSIS WRITING ASSIGNMENT

Trough observation of modern artworks, it becomes possible to realize how much significance is given by artists to the
connection between the.

The thematic affinity of the two paintings can be traced in the way Walsh manages the formal elements: the
color, the light, and the composition. Then, you might have to say what that means: Carracci spent a lot of
time in Rome looking at Ancient art, so he was interested in using Ancient art works as models in his
paintings, but Veronese was showing off one of the main industries of Venice textiles â€”or, Veronese wanted
his patrons to think about how they might fit into the scenario instead of keeping the story in the past. The
more theoretical the assignment, the more time you will spend reading journal articles and sometimes
indirectly related books. Barnet, Sylvan. The titles of the works provide sufficient hints for deciphering their
meaning. All are pretty widely available, so check your library and local bookstores: Acton, Mary. For
example, there have been thousands of paintings of Hercules choosing between Virtue and Vice. The right half
of the embroidery depicts a body of a naked woman whose long luxuriant hair curls and flows in blue waves
as the waters of a river. If you need more examples of how art history can be done, read articles in Art Bulletin
or Art Journal or one of the many other journals available in the field. However, in some courses, particularly
in Modern Art courses, you may be asked to look beyond or through the object toward theoretical, historical,
or social contexts of the object, artist, or time period. Learning to Look at Paintings. As you can see, these
assignments may leave you a fair amount of latitude in finding and pursuing a topic. Just remember: there is
more than one way of doing art history. Yet another image is featured at the top left part of the embroidery: a
woman sitting on a chair with her legs crossed. A second illustration of the connection between the man and
the nature can be found in an artwork by Betty Ward Man with Sunflower, The man with the sunflower hand
making love to the woman whose hair is a river â€” Second, your instructors realize that you are not
accustomed to scrutinizing objects in this way and know that you need practice doing so. Usually you have to
go and look at the object for a long time and then write down what you see. Both works attracted my attention
and won my appreciation by their sincerity and suggestion of a deeper meaning. In the bottom left part of the
embroidery, there is a body of a naked man whose green hair reminds grass blades and who is stretching his
hand â€” in shape of a sunflower â€” to the woman. As you will quickly see from the page length of the
assignment, your instructor expects a highly detailed description of the object. New York: Harper Collins
College,  The composition of the artwork clearly comprises three zones. You will still focus on the formal
qualities of the objects, but this time you will probably be expected to make a conclusion about one of the
following: how the work fits the stylistic category how the work does not fit the category how two works with
the same type of content look totally different from each other, because of the style for example, both
paintings are still lifes, but they show different approaches to three-dimensionality, etc. New York: Routledge,
 You do not have to focus on the actual making of the object here, but instead on the way the subject is
represented: Carracci has Virtue and Vice in Ancient clothing, but Veronese shows them in contemporary
Venetian costumes. Taylor, Joshua. Pick a few that cover the same time period or monuments and glance over
them. You may also wish to keep an image of the object or objects in view as you write. This is an oil on
canvas diptych that consists of two images, 40 by 30 inches each: a rose in its full blossom and a torso of a
mature woman with loose hair and arms crossed to cover her naked breasts. Art historians study iconography
and iconology so often that they have compiled reference texts that list many of the famous works that show
particular themesâ€”you might use these as a resource, so ask the art librarian about them. The message of
such artworks reads that only via this ultimate bond is happiness and harmony possible on this planet. Stylistic
analysis You may be asked to look at an object and talk about style. Find out which way your instructor wants
you to write your formal analysis in your particular assignment. Learn More However, in the modern era of
environmentalism, people appear to be turning back to their origins in an attempt to save the planet from an
ecological catastrophe. Such a contrast suggests a semantic opposition between the world of nature filled with
color and love, and the colorless world of civilization. The rose is splendid in its bloom, and so is the woman
in her heyday. More often, they will ask you to compare two works in either the same or very different
stylistic categoriesâ€”e. You may already have found this tendency helpful in reading your textbook or other
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assigned readings. Art History What this handout is about This handout discusses several common types of art
history assignments, and talks about various strategies and resources that will help you write your art history
papers. Start by reading the assignment carefully to see what is being asked see our handout on understanding
assignments for further tips. Your job is to figure out and describe, explain, and interpret those decisions and
why the artist may have made them. Let's see if we can help you!


